
POINT OF HUE
harnessing the emotional qualities of color



CULTURAL PROBE

Goal: I wanted to find out people’s reactions to colors. 

Result: People moved the color blocks and made patterns, 
palettes, shapes, and gradients.

Insight: I began to view color as a medium to work with 
that represents more than aesthetics. 

patterns grouping shapes gradients



SURVEYS

Goal: After seeing how people manipulated colors, I wanted to 
find out people’s perceptions of colors.

Result: People described that colors represented emotions, 
symbols, memories, and personalities.

Insight: People personify colors. 

“Bold, experimental, happy, open to new things” (red)

“It’s quiet, calm, and reserved” (blue)

“Caring, loving, kind, also super bubbly” (pink)



GETTING IN CHARACTER

Goal: Who are the colors? Find out how I feel and how people 
view me as different colors.

Result: I learned that I could not just be “the color” but I was 
“the color + me.” My reaction depended on whether I thought 
people’s perception represented me.

Insight: Color is a mode of communication, and people 
pick up on the message. Putting color on the body is a 
means of self expression and can affect how people see us 
and how we feel.

I felt comfortable; people 
mostly didn’t notice.

People commented and 
stared; I wanted to shrink.



OPPORTUNITY

My brief: Use color as means of self expression to signal to 
those around us, using the body as a canvas for expression. 

Who is my user? I selected introverts and extroverts as users 
because colors communicate these feelings/dispositions.

wanting privacy opening up

http://www.flickr.com/groups/sneaky_candid_people_photos/pool



FIRST SKETCHES

What form will color take? I thought about how animals open up 
or hide as a way to signal as I sketched form.

“go away” “look at me!”



MATERIAL-MAKING

I began to make faceted forms so that people could transition 
between colors that they are expressing. I realized the forms 
needed to somehow move as people’s feelings shift. 

audiences projecting height opening 



STORIES BY EMOTION

What situations would my design be used in? I wrote 12 stories 
based on different emotions. 

What movements could I take advantage to show a color shift? 
I sketched and analyzed body language in the stories (body 
orientation, opening, gestures, facial expressions).

amplifying or disguising 
true feelings?

visible transformations

was the message received?



BODY LANGUAGE

What movements can I work with?

open

calm

frustrated

private



GARMENT PROTOTYPE

I chose body orientation (the direction a person’s body 
is facing) and mapped out faceted forms to show a shift in 
color as the wearer shifts what they are facing. The signal to 
onlookers shows interest and engagement or disinterest and 
disengagement. 

The colors: Lighter colors express liveliness and friendliness, 
while darker colors represent quiet and solemnness to many 
people.

testers



angle
controls which color 

reaches viewer

gradient
shifts as wearer 

moves

vertical stitch
over to fix to fabric

zigzag chain
for production

DESIGNING THE PIECES

To design the pieces for production, I interviewed Laurel 
Morton, a fashion professor, and designed a chain of forms with 
a single stitch. 



APPEARANCE MODEL

The garment captures a transformation in body language and 
amplifies the movements to signal.



IN ACTION

The shift from interest to disinterest is communicated.



APPLICATIONS

People who move and want to send a signal could wear 
faceted garments. In theater, dating, and uniforms, the wearer’s 
movements communicate to onlookers.

I’m becoming interested and connected.

My focus just shifted.

This road is now dangerous to cross.

fyeahbroadway.tumblr.com, www.flickr.com, kellykhizakia.wordpress.com
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